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Master Yeshua
Greetings and my blessings upon you.
Many will have rung out the year 2015 with bitter tears. Many now
tremble on the brink of 2016 in fearful anticipation, and some with
brutal and pride-hardened hearts. These are indeed dark times on
Earth.
Could you but see as we of the Community of Spiritual Masters do, you
would know that this too will pass and that brighter dawns await you,
some almost in sight. This is my promise to you, but the time is not
yet. The human family has much to account for and the days of
reckoning loom. There are pernicious wrongs to be made right, and a
distressed and groaning planet to reclaim or more bitter yet will be the
harvest.
Will you continue to turn a blind eye on the hungry and frightened
children everywhere? On the greedy ones, the cunning and deceitful
who pervert the law to their advantage? On the suffering of the
mistreated, the abandoned and abused? Will you continue to arm the
terrorists, both in weapons and through the bad thoughts you send
their way, only to augment their power over you? How long will you
continue to shore up the corruption at the core?
You have dug yourselves into a very deep hole. Know that each and
every one is responsible for your collective fate and that each and
every one can contribute to your salvation.
So I proffer some advice with your permission:
Forgive as you would be forgiven.
Love as you would be loved.
Succour your brother and truly, do unto others as you would have
done unto you.
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Show love, show mercy, if you would have the tide turn. Link hands in
justice and sharing if you would have peace. Open your hearts and
give of your best selves. Through kindness shall you defeat your
enemy, for only by shedding light can you vanquish the dark. Help one
another as we of the Community, your elder brothers and sisters, as
the Off-Earth Allies in waiting would help you. We stand at the ready.
We stand at your door.
I speak sternly but true. Wake up. Stand up. You know what needs to
be done and you know how to do it. Realize that you can. Take
responsibility for reclaiming your world and it shall be reclaimed. Open
quickly to that possibility and reap a harvest of peace and sufficiency
for all.
Master Yeshua*
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